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Every a tion must be due to one or other of seven auses:
han e, nature, ompulsion, habit, reasoning, anger, or
appetite.
| Aristotle, Rhetori , Bk. II.
No one wants advi e | only orroboration.
| John Steinbe k, The Winter of Our Dis ontent.

ABSTRACT

Experimental eviden e suggests that spe tral te hniques are
valuable for a wide range of appli ations. A partial list of
su h appli ations in lude (i) semanti analysis of do uments
used to luster do uments into areas of interest, (ii) ollaborative ltering | the re onstru tion of missing data items,
and (iii) determining the relative importan e of do uments
based on itation/link stru ture. Intuitive arguments an
explain some of the phenomena that has been observed but
little theoreti al study has been done. In this paper we
present a model for framing data mining tasks and a unied approa h to solving the resulting data mining problems
using spe tral analysis. These results give strong justi ation to the use of spe tral te hniques for latent semanti
indexing, ollaborative ltering, and web site ranking.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Spe tral te hniques have proven, at least empiri ally, useful in a variety of data mining appli ations [4, 12, 11℄. To
apply these te hniques, the data is typi ally represented as
a set of ve tors in a high-dimensional spa e. For example, if
the data set is a orpus of do uments, then ea h do ument
an be represented as a a ve tor of terms d~, where the i-th
omponent of the ve tor, di , is 1 if the i-th term o urs in
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the do ument and is 0 otherwise. With su h a representation, the entire orpus an be viewed as a matrix, say A,
ea h of whose olumns represent a do ument.
The matrix representation an be used for other types of
data sets where olumns index obje ts in the data set, rows
index attributes of those obje ts, and the [i; j ℄ entry of the
matrix represents the value of the i-th attribute in the j -th
obje t. Some examples of interest are where both rows and
olumns refer to web sites and the [i; j ℄ entry indi ates that
site i has a link to site j ; another is that olumns refer to
individuals, rows refer to produ ts, and the [i; j ℄ entry indiates something about how mu h individual j likes produ t
i.
In this paper, we onsider the appli ation of spe tral te hniques to a variety of data mining tasks. We begin by presenting a general model that we believe aptures many of
the essential features of important data mining tasks. We
then present a set of onditions under whi h data mining
problems in this framework an be solved using spe tral
te hniques, and use these results to theoreti ally justify the
prior empiri al su ess of these te hniques for tasks su h as
obje t lassi ation and web site ranking. We also use our
theoreti al framework as a foundation for developing new algorithms for ollaborative ltering. Our data mining models
allow both erroneous and missing data, and show how and
when spe tral te hniques an over ome both.
The data mining model we introdu e assumes that the
data of interest an be represented as an obje t/attribute
matrix. The model is depi ted in Figure 1 whi h shows
how three fundamental phenomena ombine to govern the
pro ess by whi h a data set is reated:
1. A probabilisti model of data M : We assume that
there exists an underlying set of probability distributions that govern ea h obje t's attribute values (in the
degenerate ase, these values ould be deterministially hosen). These probability distributions are aptured by the probabilisti model M in the gure, where
the random variable des ribing the ith attribute of the
j -th obje t is denoted Mi;j . The a tual value of this
attribute is then obtained by sampling from the distribution Mi;j ; we denote the resulting value mij . We
assume that the Mij 's are independent.
2.

Z : We assume that the data is
noisy and error-ridden. The error pro ess Z des ribes
the manner by whi h the error is generated. We assume that the data value mij is orrupted by the addition of the error zij .

An error pro ess
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Figure 1: The Data Generation Model

3.

An omission pro ess P : Some of the data may not
be available to the data miner. In our model, we assume that there is a probability distribution P governing the pro ess by whi h data is omitted or made
available. In parti ular, the value mij + zij is available
to the data miner with probability pij , and is omitted
from the data set (whi h we represent by the presen e
of a \?") with probability 1 pij . We denote by A
the resulting data set (whi h is then input to the data
mining algorithm).
The goal of the data mining algorithm: given A as
input (and no knowledge of M , P or Z ), obtain meaningful
information about M . In parti ular, we are interested in
obtaining information about the matrix E(M ), whose (i; j )
entry is the expe tation of the random variable Mij .

1.1 Contributions of this Paper

Clearly, without any assumptions about M , Z and P , it is
hopeless to a hieve the data mining goal just laid out. The
rst ontribution of this paper is to present a general set
of onditions under whi h it is possible to eÆ iently retrieve
meaningful information about E(M ). In essen e, our results
show that if the underlying data model is suÆ iently \stru tured", then the randomness of a probabilisti pro ess, the
addition of error and the fa t that a signi ant fra tion of
the data may be missing will not prevent the data miner
from re overing meaningful information about the \true"
data.
More formally, we prove the following general theorem:

Theorem 1. Suppose that the availability matrix P is
known to the data mining algorithm, and its entries are
bounded away from 0. In addition,
p suppose that E(M ) is
a rank k matrix1 with k = ! ( n), and the 2-norm of the
error matrix Z is o(k ), where k is the k-th singular value
of E(M ). Then there is a polynomial time algorithm, that
takes as input only P and A , that is guaranteed to re onstru t 1 o(1) of the entries of E(M ) to within an additive
o(1) error.

Justification of Assumptions

The fundamental assumption being made in this paper is
that E(M ) is well approximated by a low rank matrix. A
natural question to ask is whether su h an assumption is
justi ed in the ontext of data mining appli ations.
1
Similar results hold if E(M ) is well-approximated by a low
rank, say rank k, matrix.

In fa t, this question is fundamentally outside the s ope
of this paper, but intuitive arguments abound. In ommon
to all the appli ations we onsider one an argue philosophi ally that people, produ ts, do uments, terms in lassi al
Greek, web sites, et ., are all inherently determined by or
asso iated with a small number of fundamental properties,
where ea h individual person, produ t, word, et ., an be des ribed by a weighted ve tor of these base properties. Thus,
the justi ation that E(M ) be of low rank. The examples
above of a do ument orpus, personal preferen es and web
links an all be pla ed in this framework. Of ourse, the real
justi ation is empiri al.
1.2 Applications

The se ond ontribution of this paper is in showing that
the data mining model we have des ribed aptures a number of bona de important data mining problems, and in
presenting a uni ed approa h to their solution using Theorem 1. In this respe t, our major results are the following:

Analysis of LSI as an information retrieval tool
Latent semanti indexing (LSI) is

a su essful te hnique for
information retrieval (IR) from do uments. It is empirially e e tive at over oming synonymy ( ar vs. automobile)
and polysemy (WWW spider vs. eight-legged spider). In
an important rst step towards providing a theoreti al justi ation for the empiri al su ess of LSI, Papadimitriou,
Raghavan, Tamaki and Vempala [14℄ presented a probabilisti model des ribing the generation of a orpus of do uments
on a set of topi s and showed that, for do uments generated
a ording to this model, the k-dimensional subspa e produ ed by LSI yields, with high probability, sharply de ned
lusters among do uments on ea h topi with respe t to the
osine measure2 . Two limitations of their model are that
do uments are assumed to be nearly \pure" (the subje t of
a single topi ) and terms asso iated with di erent topi s are
assumed to be disjoint, and hen e there is no polysemy in
their model. An open problem from their paper is to extend
their justi ation of LSI as an IR tool to more general do ument generation models, espe ially ones whi h in orporate
polysemy.
We an des ribe this open problem as the information
retrival problem, whi h is a spe ial ase of our general data
mining model: We assume that the presen e of term i in do ument j (or the value of attribute i for obje t j ) is a random
variable with mean E(Mij ). Thus, do uments of similar se2
whi h measures the distan e between do uments as the osine of the angle between their orresponding ve tors.

manti omposition are generated from similar probability
distributions, however this similarity is hidden from the information retrieval algorithm by the probabilisti generative
pro ess. We further assume that the orpus is orrupted by
an additive error pro ess Z . The goal of the information
retrieval algorithm is to learn meaningful data about the
matrix E(M ), su h as the angles between the olumns of
E(M ), given only the matrix A as input.
Papadimitriou
's result essentially shows that LSI is
apable of omputing meaningful information about E(M )
when it is a parti ular type of low rank matrix, namely a
slightly perturbed blo k matrix. We generalize this to show
that LSI solves the information retrieval problem when M is
an arbitrary matrix su h that E(M ) is well approximated by
a low rank matrix. We also allow an additional error matrix
Z | any error matrix of independent random values with
mean 0 and onstant deviation. Thus, our results prove that
LSI works in wider variety of settings than those onsidered
by [14℄, and in parti ular provides theoreti al justi ation
for the fa t that LSI an over ome the problem of polysemy.

Kleinberg's seminal work on web hubs and authorities has
had a true impa t on the real world [11℄.
We model the determination of hub and authority s ores
within the framework of our data mining model as follows.
We assume that the matrix A is the result of a probabilisti pro ess that determines whether a ertain site will
refer to another or not, based on the true importan e (as an
authority or a hub) of a site. The simplest version of the
result assumes that there is a pair of ve tors h and a, with
entries between 0 and 1, su h that hi represents the true
importan e of web site i as a hub and ai represents the true
importan e of web site i as an authority. The existen e of a
link from site i to site j is then a Bernoulli random variable
with expe tation hi aj .
It is an immediate onsequen e of our results that Kleinberg's de nition of importan e is robust in the sense that the
important sites will remain important (almost) irrespe tive
of the a tual random hoi es made when the \real world" is
onstru ted.

Collaborative Filtering

Paper Layout
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A fundamental problem in data mining, usually referred
to as ollaborative ltering (or re ommendation systems)
is to use partial information that has been olle ted about a
group of users to make re ommendations to individual users.
(See e.g., [2, 8, 15, 13, 16, 9℄.) For instan e, a movie re ommendation system might re ommend \Happiness" to someone who enjoyed \Ameri an Beauty" or \Ali e in Wonderland" to someone who enjoyed \The Phantom Tollbooth".
More generally, ollaborative ltering an be viewed as the
problem of taking an in omplete data set and attempting to
determine properties of the absent data (perhaps omplete
re onstru tion). To our knowledge, there has been very little
prior theoreti al work on ollaborative ltering algorithms
other than the work of Kumar, Raghavan, Rajagopalan and
Tomkins who took an important rst step of de ning an analyti framework for evaluating ollaborative ltering [13℄.
We model the ollaborative ltering problem within the
framework of our general data mining model as follows: We
assume that the utility of produ t j for individual i is given
by a random variable Mij and whi h data is missing is determined by a probabilisti omission pro ess P .
On e again, we assume that the matrix E(M ) is well approximated by a low-rank matrix. For the ollaborative ltering problem, this an be viewed as a psy hologi al assumption on the simplisti nature of humankind. Under this
assumption, we present an algorithm that, for any P whose
entries are bounded away from 0, given a random subset of
the entries of A (the instantiation of M , followed by disarding elements using P ), an provably ompute E(M [i; j ℄)
for a 1 o(1) fra tion of the missing entries of A , with
1 o(1) a ura y.
Comparing these results to those of Kumar et al [13℄, we
observe that their psy hologi al assumptions about humanity are mu h more simplisti than ours3 , and they also require more a-priori information than we do. Our ollaborative ltering algorithms handle any utility matrix with
a good low rank approximation. No lustering or a priori
knowledge of obje t similarity is required.
3
It is not perfe tly lear that this is a weakness of their
model...

Theoretical support for Kleinberg’s algorithm

Our paper will follow the following outline. Se tion 2 will
give mathemati al preliminaries. In Se tion 3, we will present
results on the stability of the strong singular subspa es of
a matrix A after perturbation by an additive error matrix
E . In Se tion 4, we will spe ialize these stability results
to the ase where the entries of E are independent random
variables with mean 0 and onstant deviation. Finally, in
Se tion 5, we use these stability results to solve the data
mining problems dis ussed in the introdu tion.
2. PRELIMINARIES

We begin by reviewing some ba kground material and
then summarize our notation.

2.1 The Singular Value Decomposition

The singular value de omposition (SVD) of an m by
matrix A is a manner of rewriting the matrix as
T
A = U DV
where U and V are orthogonal m  m and n  n matri es and
D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries, i , we all
the singular values. These singular values are non-in reasing
and non-negative. The singular value de omposition is dened for all A and is unique up to ertain degenera ies involving equal singular values. Observe that for vi a olumn
of V and ui a olumn of U it is the ase that Avi = i ui
and AT ui = i vi . For this reason, we all (ui ; vi ) a singular
ve tor pair. Singular ve tor pairs have an asso iation with
eigenve tors in that ui and vi are the eigenve tors orresponding to the ith largest eigenvalues of the matri es AAT
and AT A respe tively.
We de ne the m by n matrix Ak as
n

= Uk Dk VkT
where Uk is the mk matrix onsisting of the rst k olumns
of U , Dk is the k  k diagonal matrix onsisting of the top
k singular values, and Vk is the n  k matrix onsisting of
the rst k olumns of V . A very useful property of the SVD
is that Ak is the best rank k approximation to A: of all
Ak

rank k matri es M , Ak minimizes the error jA M j2 . In
fa t, it is the ase that jA Ak j = k+1 whi h leads us to
the on lusion that i i+1 represents the importan e of
in orporating the ith singular ve tor pair into our approximation.
See [7℄ for a more omplete dis ussion of the SVD and its
properties.
2.2 Symmetric versus non-symmetric matrices

In our proofs, we will be interested in applying theorems
about symmetri matri es to non-symmetri matri es. It
will be onvenient for us to use the following well known
relation [7℄ between the singular value de omposition of a
non-symmetri matrix A and the symmetri (eigen) de omposition of the symmetri matrix


0 AT :
B=
A
0
In parti ular, observe that if (ui ; vi ) is a singular ve tor pair
of A, then both
 


vi
vi
and
ui
ui
are eigenve tors of the matrix B with eigenvalues i and i
respe tively. All other eigenve tors have eigenvalue zero. It
is important to note that the top k eigenve tors of B will
orrespond to the top k singular ve tor pairs of A , and that
their eigenvalues and singular values orrespond exa tly.
2.3 Summary of Notation

As above, let A be some original matrix, E a perturbation
matrix, and Ab = A + E .
We use the matrix produ t U DV T to denote the SVD of
b Db Vb T to denote the SVD of Ab.
A, and the matrix produ t U
The diagonal elements of D (resp. Db ) are the singular values
of A (resp. Ab) and are denoted, in non-in reasing order, i
(resp. bi ). Similarly, we will use Ak = Uk Dk VkT (resp.
bk = Ubk Db k VbkT ) to denote the best rank k approximation to
A
b).
A (resp. A
Throughout the paper we will be using the 2-norm of matri es and ve tors.pPThe 2-norm of a ve tor v is of ourse
2
de ned as jvj2 =
i vi . The 2-norm of a matrix is
jM j2 = jumax
jM uj2
j =1
2

We will drop the subs ript 2 from all norms(i)for larity.
Finally, for any matrix M , we will use M to refer to its
i-th olumn. We denote by ai the proje tion of the A(i) onto
the rst k olumns of U (where the dimension k is impli it),
i.e., ai = UkT A(i) .
3.

THE STABILITY OF SINGULAR SUBSPACES

The prin ipal work of the paper on erns the potential to
retrieve strong singular subspa es of a matrix A after some
perturbation E is applied. Analyses in a similar spirit, but
less general, have been ondu ted in [14, 10℄.
Central to our results is the following result of Stewart's
[7℄ des ribing the stability of eigenve tors of symmetri matri es after a symmetri error is applied.

Theorem 2 (Stewart). [17℄ Let B
n n matri es with eigenve tors

metri



Q

=

h

Q1 Q2

i

and

and B +F be sym-

h
i
b = Qb1 Qb2

Q

b1 are n  k matri es. Let i (resp. bi )
where both Q1 and Q
be the eigenvalue asso iated with the i-th olumn of Q (resp.
b). If jF j is o(bk k+1 ), then
Q
b = Q1 R + FQ

Q1





where R is an orthogonal matrix and jFQ j is O jb jFj j .
k
k+1

We use Stewart's theorem to obtain the following orollary.
b = A + E be m  n real maCorollary 3. Let A and A

tri es where

= U DV T and Ab = Ub Db Vb T
are the SVDs of A and Ab Let Æk = bk k+1 . If jE j is o(Æk )
we an write the rst k olumns of Ub and Vb as
A

b =
b =

Uk
Vk

Uk R
Vk R

+ EU
+ EV

where Uk and Vk are the rst k olumns of U and V respe tively, R is an orthonormal matrix and the norms of EU and
EV are O(jE j=Æk ).

We will apply Theorem 2, letting




0 AT and F = 0 E T
B=
A
0
E
0
From Se tion 2.2, we have that
 
 
vi
v
bi
and
ui
u
bi
are eigenve tors of B and B + F with orresponding eigenvalues i and bi . Sin e the norm of F is equal to the norm
of E , and bk k+1 = bk k+1 , Theorem 2 allows us to
on lude that
 b    

Vk
Vk
EV
=
R+
bk
Uk
EU
U
whi h we de ompose into the on lusion of the orollary.
We are now able to present the main result of this se tion,
whi h gives the pre ise assumptions needed to preserve the
angles between rows or olumns of a matrix proje ted into
its top k singular ve tors after it is perturbed by an additive error matrix. We will show later that there are many
appli ations where all of these assumptions are met.
b = A+E be mn real matri es.
Theorem 4. Let A and A
Assume that jE j 2 o(bk k+1 ). We de ne
Proof.

ai

= UkT A(i)

bai = UbkT Ab(i)

and

ei

= UbkT E (i)

If it is the ase that

jai j 2 (jA i j)

and

( )

jei j 2 o(jai j)

then it is the ase that

jai

b j 2 o(jai j)

R ai

jAki

( )

and

b(i) j 2 o(jAk(i) j)

Ak

We will apply Corollary 3 and on lude that EUT =
has norm o(1). Re all that we assume that
j j 2 (j j) and jei j 2 o(jai j).
Proof.
RT UkT
ai
 A(i)

bkT
U

jai Rbai j = jai RUbkT Ab(i) j
= jai RUbkT A(i) + RUbkT E (i) j
= jai (UkT + REUT )A(i) + Rei j
= j REUT A(i) + Rei j
 jEUT A(i) j + jei j
2 o(jai j)
The se ond result is of a similar nature, but has one parti ular advantage over the relation between ai and bai . Namely,
we are a tually able to ompute Abk(i) from Ab, whereas omputation of Rbai requires knowledge of the matrix R, whi h
is unfortunately unavailable for the purposes of our data
mining appli ations.
jAki

( )

b(i) j = jUk ai Ubk bai j
= jUk ai (Uk R + EU )bai j
= jUk ai Uk Rbai EU bai j
 jUk (ai Rbai )j + jEU bai j
 jai Rbai j + jEU jjbai j
2 o(jai j)
2 o(jA(ki) j)

Ak

Theorem 4 generalizes results from [14, 10℄ from the ase
where Ak is a blo k diagonal matrix onsisting of k blo ks
to the ase where Ak is an arbitrary rank k matrix.
Although the theorem is presented in terms of olumns, it
applies equally well in the the ontext of rows of A and Ab.
We will be parti ularly interested in angles between ve tors. Let \(x; y) denote the angle between ve tors x and y.
A simple extension of spatial proximity to angular proximity
an be used to obtain the following orollary.
5.

Corollary
both ai and aj

If
it is the ase that
1.
2.
4

Let ai and aj be proje ted olumns of A.4
satisfy the onditions in Theorem 4, then

j\(ai ; aj ) \(bai ; baj )j 2 o(1)
j\(Aki ; Akj ) \(Abki ; Abkj )j 2 o(1)
( )

( )

( )

( )

In fa t, one or both ould be proje ted rows of A.

4. STABILITY UNDER RANDOM PERTURBATION

For the data mining appli ations we shall study, we will
need to spe ialize Theorem 4 to the ase where the error E
introdu ed is a random matrix whose entries are independent random variables with mean zero and onstant deviation. Doing so yields the following orollary to Theorem
4.
Corollary 6. Let A be a matrix with
p
k k+1 2 ! ( m + n):
Let Ab = A + E , where E is a matrix whose entries are
independent random variables with mean zero and onstant
deviation. Let ai = UkT A(i) be the proje tion of the i-th olumn of A onto A's top k singular ve tors. Let ei = UbkT E (i) .
We say that this olumn is good if jai j is (jA(i) j) and jei j
is o(jai j). Then, with high probability, for all good olumns
i,
1.
2.
3.

jai Rbai j 2 o(jai j)
jAki Abki j 2 o(jAki j):
jAki [`℄ Abki [`℄j 2 o(1) for all but o(m) values of `.
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Moreover, for any pair of olumns i, j , su h that both satisfy
the previous onditions it follows that:
1.
2.

j\(ai ; aj ) \(bai ; baj )j 2 o(1)
j\(Aki ; Akj ) \(Abki ; Abkj )j 2 o(1).
( )

( )

( )

( )

The same results hold, mutatis mutandis, for rows of the
matri es A and Ab.
Proof. This orollary's proof lies in observing that the
norm of a random matrix whose entries are independent
random variables with
p mean zero and onstant deviation is
almost ertainly
( m + n). This follows from a result of
Boppana5 [5℄ showing that su h a symmetri random matrix
of dimension n has norm O(pn) with high probability. We
apply this observation to the matrix


0 ET
E
0
whi hphas the same norm as E . Therefore, we get a bound
of O( m + n) on jE j. Sin e, in addition, k  k jE j, we
an on lude that jE j 2 o(k k+1 ), and thus Theorem 4
applies.
From the fa t that the angles between good olumns hange
by nominal amounts, we an on lude that the fra tion of entries in these olumns whose error is (1) is at most o(1).

Remarks

1. Corollary 6 applies only to to olumns whi h are \good".
What does this really mean? The ondition that ai is
(jA(i) j) means that the i-th olumn of the matrix is
well represented by the top k singular ve tors. For example, if A were rank k every olumn would satisfy
this ondition. This ondition is here to avoid ompli ations with ve tors who are not well des ribed by
5
who in turn extended a result of Furedi and Komlos [6℄

the stru ture of A. Note that these ve tors would be
poorly approximated in Ak even without random error. The se ond ondition, that ei 2 o(jai j), is almost
always true for those jai j 2 !(1). (See Lemma 10 in
the Appendix for a pre ise version of this statement.)
2. When we applyp orollary 6 we a tually assume that

bk bk+1 2 !( m + n). Our purpose in so doing is
to present the theorems in a form that allows the data
miner to verify that theppre onditions of the theorem
hold. bk bk+1 2 !( m + n) follows by p
observing
that for any i, ji bi jp jE j and jE j 2 O( m + n).
Thus, k p k+1 2 !( m + n), if and only if bk

bk+1 2 !( m + n).
5.

DATA MINING

We next show how Corollary 6 an be used to solve some
of the data mining questions des ribed in the introdu tion.

5.1 Information Retrieval

We begin by onsidering the information retrieval problem
dis ussed in Se tion 1.2. In this ontext take A = E(M ), a
matrix whose [i; j ℄ entry is the expe tation of Mij , the random variable used to generate the (i; j )th entry of the pure
model matrix. Let Ab be the matrix whose [i; j ℄th oordinate
ontains a sample of the random variable, namely mij .
Our rst goal is to determine information about the matrix A, given the matrix Ab. This typi ally is of the form
of information extra tion (a tual entries in A) or similarity (the angles between rows or olumns of A). Corollary 6
implores us to take the following approa h to this problem:6
1. Determine the largest k su h that
p

bk+1 bk = !( m + n):
2. Compute Abk the optimal rank k approximation to Ab.
3. For any desired information about A, use the answer
obtained by onsidering Abk instead.
The on den e we have in the information output by this
pro ess is given in the following theorem.
b be de ned as above, and let
Theorem 7. Let M , A and A

the notion of a good olumn or row be de ned as in Corollary
6. Assume that the random variables in M have onstant
standardpdeviation and the separation bk 
bk+1 of the matrix
b is !( m + n). Then with probability 1 o(1), for all good
A
olumns j ,

jAkj [`℄ Abkj [`℄j 2 o(1)
( )

for all but
and j :

i

( )

( ) values of `.

o m

Moreover, for all good olumns

 jAkj Abkj j 2 o(jAkj j)
 j\(Aki ; Akj ) \(Abki ; Abkj )j 2 o(1)
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Analagous statements hold for good rows.
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We have des ribed all the algorithms in this paper using
asymptoti notation. These an be onverted to well-de ned
algorithms by repla ing the asymptoti notation with appropriate (small) absolute onstants.

Consider the error between the matri es Ab and
b A is
A. Any parti ular entry in this error matrix E = A
a random variable with the distribution
E [i; j ℄ = mi;j E(Mi;j ):
Therefore, entries in this matrix are independent random
variables with mean zero. From the se ond remark
p after
Corollary 6, we an assume that k k+1 = !( m + n).
Additionally, sin e the deviations of E [i; j ℄ are bounded, we
an apply Corollary 6 to on lude that the angles between
good rows and olumns and most entries in good rows and
olumns hange by nominal amounts.
It is straightforward to see that if Ab is further orrupted
by the addition of an error matrix whose entries have mean
0 and onstant deviation, the same on lusions hold.
Proof.

5.1.1 Discussion of Latent Semantic Indexing

The impli ations of Theorem 7 with respe t to the use of
LSI for information retrieval in do uments should be fairly
lear. Though the result is more general, for illustration purposes, onsider the spe ial ase where the presen e of term
i in do ument j is an independent Bernoulli random variable with expe tation A[i; j ℄. Do uments of similar semanti
omposition will be generated from very similar probability distributions (i.e., orresponding do ument ve tors in A
will be nearly identi al). Noti e however, that even if the
probability distributions for two olumns are identi al, the
resulting do uments obtained from the random rounding of
those probabilities ( olumns in Ab) an be signi antly different. Theorem 7 says that the similarity of the two do uments in terms of the underlying generative model will be
re overed in the transformation to Abk . Similarly, two do uments with polysemous terms, say a do ument on the topi
of the world-wide-web and a do ument on spider webs, will
be well separated in Abk , despite the high probability of the
word \web" appearing in ea h, if the underlying generative
models for ea h are well separated.
Thus, Abk , the k-dimensional subspa e produ ed by LSI
when applied to the probabilisti ally generated matrix Ab,
yields, with high probability, sharply de ned lusters among
do uments of similar omposition in terms of the underlying model A (with respe t to the osine measure). This of
ourse assumes that A is well approximated by a rank k matrix itself. A ri h rank k do ument generation model ould
be de ned, for example, by assuming that there are k semanti ategories or topi s from whi h the do uments are
onstru ted, and letting A be the produ t of two matri es T
and D, where T is an m  k matrix whose (i; `)-th entry is
the probability that a do ument on topi ` ontains term i,
and D is a k  n matrix whose (`; j )-th entry is the fra tion
of do ument j on topi `.
Theorem 7 thus helps explain the e e tiveness of LSI as
a te hnique for information retrieval and, in parti ular, for
dealing with polysemy and synonymy.
5.1.2 Discussion of Kleinberg’s Link Analysis

We des ribed in Se tion 1.2 a generative model for the link
stru ture of the web, de ned by a pair of ve tors h and a,
su h that there is an link from site i to site j (Abij = 1) with
probability hi aj . In this ase the matrix E(M ) is a rank one
matrix. Theorem 7 tells us that omputing the top left and
right singular ve tors of A^ will allow us to re over almost

all the entries in h and a, and hen e the true importan e of
web sites.
5.2 Collaborative Filtering

We next onsider the problem of mining an in omplete
data set, as for example we would need to do for the ollaborative ltering problem.
A Model for Collaborative Filtering

We model the ollaborative ltering problem as follows.
 Let A represent a omplete data set (an m  n matrix).
 Omit entry A[i; j ℄ with probability pij , (where omissions are independent of one another). We denote the
resulting symboli matrix A , so we have:

A[i; j ℄ w.p. pij

A [i; j ℄ =
?
w.p. 1 pij
where \?" is a pla eholder indi ating omitted data.
 Retrieve meaningful information about A, su h as the
values of the ?s.
A Collaborative Filtering Algorithm

We propose the following algorithm, alled CF , for re overing the ?'s assuming that the omission probabilities pij are
known. We will later des ribe a te hnique for estimating the
pij values.
1. De ne the matrix Ab as follows:


b[i; j ℄ = A[i; j ℄=pij if A [i; j ℄ 6= ?
A
0
if A [i; j ℄ = ?
2. Compute the SVD of Ab.
3. For ea h [i; j ℄ entry of A that is ?, output Abk [i; j ℄ as
the estimate of A[i; j ℄.
Analysis of the Algorithm CF

We next show that the algorithm CF su eeds in re onstru ting most of the missing entries of the matrix A.
b be de ned as above, and let
Theorem 8. Let A, A and A

the notion of a good olumn or row be de ned as in Corollary
6. Then if
 all pij 2 (1), and

p

the separation bk 
bk+1 of the matrix Ab is !( m + n),
then with probability 1 o(1), in any good olumn (or row),
1 o(1) of the entries of Ak are re onstru ted to within an
additive error of o(1).



Proof. On e again, onsider the error between the matrix Ab and our original matrix A. Note that any parti ular
entry in E = Ab A is a random variable with the distribution
( A[i;j℄
A[i; j ℄
w.p. pij
p
E [i; j ℄ =
A[i; j ℄
w.p. 1 pij
Thus, the matrix E is omposed of independent random
variables with mean zero and standard deviation (pij 1
1)1=2 A[i; j ℄. Therefore, provided the pij are (1) and the
A[i; j ℄ are O(1), Corollary 6 applies, yielding the theorem.
ij

Estimating The Omission Probabilities

The algorithm just presented assumed that the probability
of retention of a parti ular par el of data was well known
to the algorithm. Su h information is of ourse unlikely
to be available in pra ti e, as the only observation of the
probabilities lies in the sampled values.
However, if we believe that the probabilities of retention
themselves exhibit stru ture,7 not dissimilar to the assumption on the nature of A, we will be able to re over a very
good approximation to the matrix of probabilities, using the
te hniques of Se tion 5.1 as follows:
 Let Pb be the matrix obtained by taking the matrix A
and repla ing all ?s with 0 and all present data with a
1.
 Compute the largest k su h that
p
0
0
k+1 k = ! ( m + n);
where i0 is the i-th singular value of Pb.
 Compute Pbk .
 Use Pbk [i; j ℄ as an approximation to the omission probability pij .
Sin e Pb is a random rounding of the matrix P = fpij g, we
an retrieve \good" approximations (in the sense of Theorem
7) to the pij , using this te hnique.
It is important to note, however, that our proof of the
performan e of CF relies on having the pre ise omission
probabilities. At this time, we do not know whether the
same performan e is guaranteed if CF takes as input only
a very good approximation to the omission probabilities.
Resolving this question is a key open problem.
5.3 The General Data Mining Model

It should be fairly obvious by now that very similar algorithms and theorems to those presented about the spe i
appli ations su h as information retrieval and ollaborative
ltering an be provided for the general data mining model
{ the spe tral te hniques are robust in the presen e of the
ombination of probabilisti data set generation, noise introdu tion and data omission. We leave the details to the
full paper, but feel they should be fairly obvious from the
dis ussion to this point. One key aveat, as just mentioned,
is that we do not yet fully understand the e e t of using the
estimated omission probabilities in the matrix P (as just
des ribed) in the ollaborative ltering step.
Perhaps the key limitation of the general data mining
model is the fa t that the random variables that form the
7
This might be the ase, if there are only a small number
of possible reasons that an item is omitted from A. For
example, if omission o urs be ause ustomer j is entirely
unaware and has no opinion on produ t i, then a low rank
P an be easily justi ed. If \awareness" is a fun tion of advertising on TV and radio, and every person has TV/Radio
listening habits and every produ t has a TV/Radio advertising budget then we would expe t P to be of rank 2. The
(i; j ) entry of P would re e t the produ t of j 's TV habits
times i's TV budget plus the produ t of j 's Radio habits
times i's radio budget. Alternatively, the probabilities in P
exhibit the right sort of stru ture if they are proportional to
the values in A be ause, for example, people are more likely
to buy things they like, or go to movies they like.

entries of M are assumed to be generated independently.
Removing this restri tion is an important dire tion for future resear h.
6.
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7.

APPENDIX

We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let fei g be a set of n random ve tors of length

where ea h oordinate of ea h ve tor is an independent
random variable with mean 0 and bounded in absolute value
by some onstant . Let U be an m by k matrix whose
olumns are orthonormal, where k is a onstant. If fi is
the proje tion of ei onto U , i.e., fiT = eTi U , then
 Ea h jfi j is O(1) with probability 1 o(1).

m



All jfi j are

O

p
( log(n)) with probability 1

(1).

o

U (`) be the `th olumn of U . De ne Xk =
PProof.e [jLet
(`)
[j ℄, so that Xm = eTi U (`) . Then the se1j k i ℄U
quen e Xk is learly a martingale, and jXk Xk 1 j  j U ` [k℄j.
Applying Azuma's inequality (see [MR95℄, p. 92) we get
that

 2


2
=
2
exp
P r(jXm j  )  2 exp
2 2 jU (`) j2
22 :
p
For  2 !(1), we obtain the rst laim. Letting  = C log(n),
for an appropriately large C and applying a union bound,
we obtain the se ond laim.

10. Under the onditions of Corollary 6, with prob(1), it is the ase that
 jei j 2 o(pm + n)
 jei j 2 O(1) for all but o(n) olumns

Lemma

ability

1

Proof.

o

Re all that
jei j = jUbkT E (i) j

 jRT UkT E i j + jEUT E i j
( )

( )

Lemmap9 indi ates that the norm of the rst term is ertainly o( m + n). The se pond term is the produ t of a
o(1)p
norm matrix with a O( m + n) norm ve tor, yielding
a o( m + n) ve tor. Together these give us the rst assertion.
The se ond assertion is slightly more ompli ated. Again,
Lemma 9 indi ates that the rst term is O(1) for almost all
olumns. Con erning the se ond term, note the Frobenius
norm of EU E . Re all that
X
jEU E j2F = i2
i

is rank k, and thus has at
p most k singular values. Ea h
of these singular values is o( m + n), bounding jEU E j2F 2
o(m + n). As it is also the ase that for any matrix M
X (i) 2
jM j = jM j2F ;
EU E

i

we an infer that the sum of squared length of olumns in
EU E is o(m + n). Therefore the number of olumns with
length (1) is o(m + n)

